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BHUBANESWAR: Educating and studying course of has not been affected within the IIT 
Bhubaneswar because the institute begins reside streaming of various lessons for college students. The 
establishment has been closed as part of precautionary measure to stop unfold of Covid-19. 

Like the scholars, authorities of this nationwide institute had been additionally exhibiting 
concern to finish the programs in time to be able to maintain the examinations in keeping with 
the schedule of the educational calender. For this, expertise is used to assist the scholars.  

IIT official sources stated the lecturers and college students have accounts of Microsoft Groups. 
When the lecturers begin giving lectures, the scholars will get notifications and the latter can 
see the reside streaming of the lecture. The scholars may also ask questions within the chat 
part. This may be potential with a laptop computer having the ability of internet digicam.  

RV Rajakumar, director of IIT Bhubaneswar, stated they’ve closed the establishment after 
getting route from the federal government to stop spreading of Covid-19. “We can’t conduct 
bodily lessons throughout this case, however we are able to have on-line lessons to finish the 
programs in time,” he added. 

He stated his establishment has began streaming reside lectures for its college students. “Our 
college students staying anyplace on the earth can entry this lectures. In the event that they 
need to put questions, they’ll do it in chat or they’ll textual content it to the lecturers. They’ll 
clear the doubts over a subject within the subsequent class,” he added. 

Rajakumar stated that live streaming has begun from Wednesday onwards. “We now have 
requested the lecturers to save lots of the movies as nicely for future reference. If any scholar 
confronted any drawback to entry the reside streaming, he/she will get the saved video 
hyperlink to observe the lesson,” he added. 

Equally, Utkal College has additionally determined to start out e-learning system for its college 
students to proceed instructing and studying course of within the college after the state 
authorities orders all instructional establishments to shut down within the wake of Covid-19. 


